MINAS, your other name already was freedom!
The workers of Minas Gerais come the public to
denounce the deteriorating of the structure of
the State in benefit of a personal project
politician, who comes causing a historical
retrocession with the trashing of companies and
public agencies as Cemig, Copasa, Ipsemg and
of other important patrimonies of the mining
people.

interests toward the actions in the Stock
exchange, having left to invest in cities that do
not give profit. The politics adopted in the
company discriminate age through the
resignation of public workers, while it contracts
assessors without public competition with high
wages. It still benefits great constructors with
the contract extension.

In the health, the quality of the services and the
conditions of work are so precarious for the lack
of investments that until the “Ministério Público
do Trabalho” of the Work repassed mounts of
money to try to minimize structural problems of
some units. The hospitals suffer with
supercapacity, lack of teams and installations
for attendance the population.

As if it was not enough, the government Aécio
Neves invests in practical anti-syndical that
threatens the rights and the liberty of speech of
the workers. Examples of this are the attacks
that the unions come suffering with persecution
to the directors, lack of time for negotiation
meetings, control of the information, use of the
power of the policy against the manifestations
and actions at law. Everything this, aiming at
the deterioranting of the unions.

In education, after decades of fight for the
valuation of the teaching, we witness the
governor of Minas Gerais if to unite with others
to hinder that the national floor of R$ 950,00
them professors is implanted.
In security area, the investments divulged for
the government are very on this side of the
verified necessities. One hundred thousand
inhabitants are 14,3 murders for each and have
supercapacity in public chains under control of
the Civil Policy. Meanwhile, governor Aécio
Neves travels in a subtle campaign and the
society is locked in house from fear the violence
in the streets.
Cemig considers cuts in the work ranks,
deteriorating the rendering of services. A total
opposing position to the profits that come
presenting has some years. Valley to point out
that, in 2008, the company must get the biggest
profit of its history, about R$ 2 billion.
Copasa, that supplies an essential service to the
health of the population, has come back its

It fits to denounce that, while the mining public
companies spend Real millions in advertising,
the bitter population the highest invoices of
energy and water. These same citizens are
hindered to have access the basic information of
all nature due to the incompressible silence of
the medias.
We, of the syndical entities, in see them in the
obligation to alert that the excellent public
interest as health, sanitation, education, energy
and security are not being priority in this
government. The “implanted shock of
management” in Minas comes bringing resulted
only for the foreign investors and leaving the
interests of the mining people. We cannot more
wait, resigned, that our State, traditional in the
defense of the freedom, comes back its attention
toward the interests of the society. It’s necessary
to construct a democratic management, that
benefits the population and, over all, comes
back to give space toward the freedom.

ASTHEMG - Syndical association of the Workers in Hospitals of the State of Minas Gerais, CNTI - National Confederation of the
Workers in the Industry, CUT - Central Only of the Workers, Federacy of the Urbanitários of Minas Gerais, NCST - New Syndical
Central office of Workers - FEM-MG - State Federacy of the Metallurgist, FNU - National Federacy of the Urbanitários, Fisenge Interstate Federacy of Unions of Engineers, Saemg - Union ofthe Administrators of Minas Gerais, Senge-MG - Union of Engineers
in the State of Minas Gerais, Sinarq-MG - Union of the Architects of Minas Gerais, Sindágua - Union of the Workers in the Ind. of
Purificação de Água and Esgoto of Minas Gerais, Sindepomin

